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The catalogue in your hands 
is developed especially for 
distributors, certifi ed builders, 
architects and designers, shop 
assistants in specialty stores and 
supply agents - all those who bring 
porcelain tile ТМ KERRANOVA to 
ultimate consumers.

The general catalogue is a 
comprehensive guide to porcelain 
tile enabling you to present 
products to your consumers in 
effi  cient and competent manner, 
tell about advantages and unique 
features of this material.

The general catalogue 
ТМ KERRANOVA is an effi  cient 
instrument for promotion of 
eponymous products in the fi nish 
materials market. 

Vandal-proof properties -
Porcelain tile TM KERRANOVA with 
particular coating can’t be stained 
even with a permanent marker. Any 
trace of stain is easily removed with a 
wet wipe.

Flooring application: slip- and wear-
proof large-sized porcelain tile.
Use of additional protective means 
for porcelain is recommended.

Intended for heavy traffi  c areas and 
perfectly suited for shopping malls, 
stores and stadiums.

Super Polished -
After Lappato polishing the tiniest 
pores on the porcelain surface are 
fi lled with a special compound 
preventing contaminant penetration. 

Porcelain tiles of smaller size for 
interior application as wall tiles and 
large-sized tiles for rainscreens. 

Intended for medium and light traffi  c 
areas, perfect choice for boutiques, 
salons, restaurants and residential 
interiors. 



Residential interiors
Ample choice of textures and colors 
enables you to create interior in any 
style - from Classics and Provence to 
High-Tech and Loft.

Commercial interiors
Stylish and practical collections for 
schools, universities and municipal 
buildings design.

Rainscreens
High frost resistance and fi re safety 
allows you to use porcelain as a 
facing material for building and 
structure facades.

HoReCa (Hotels, Restaurants, 
Cafes and Bars)
Diverse textures help create a 
memorable and distinctive interior 
for any public place. 

Leisure centers
Austere classic design for cultural 
institutions and bright colors for 
recreational centers. 

Underfl oor heating
Due to its high heat conductivity, 
durability and mechanical resistance, 
porcelain tile is perfect for underfl oor 
heating application. 

Business centers
The collections are perfectly suitable 
for creation of stylish modern city 
look.

Beauty salons
High aesthetic features enable you 
to create a SPA ambience in any 
premises.

Sports complexes
Compliance with all building material 
requirements facilitates application 
of porcelain tile fl ooring in peak load 
areas. 

Swimming pools
Swimming pool will be safer due to 
the slip-proof porcelain surfaces and 
textures, while colors will let you 
materialize any idea. 

Trade centers
Peculiar textures will emphasize 
every single project and high wear 
resistance will withstand any load. 



Decor prints designed for each 
collection are an excellent 
opportunity to create your 
individual project both for 
residential and commercial 
interior.
Ample choice of ornaments and 
formats helps create an interior in 
any style - classic or contemporary 
- make proper emphases and work 
up your design.

Décor cuts manufactured with the 
use of water-jet cutting process 
are amazing for their beauty and 
elegant lines.
They will be a true embellishment 
of any interior and ample 
opportunities of the process will 
enable you to create custom-
drafted panels.

Ample range of colors ranges 
from restful and neutral shades, 
white Calacatta marble, pearl 
and beige to vibrant and bright 
shades of brown, black and grey. 
Article colors are harmoniously 
complemented within each 
collection, which is perfect for 
a premise zoning solution or 
contrast layout variations.

Distinctive look to interior may 
be given by application of various 
surface textures: glazed and 
embossed, tactually indistinct 
from natural wood, glazed glossy 
imitating marble and perfectly 
smooth Lappato surfaces 
reproducing all play of natural 
stone colors.  

Lappato
Rectifi ed

Structured
Rectifi ed

Natural
Rectifi ed

Sugar-eff ect 
Rectifi ed

Matt
Rectifi ed

Structured
Lappato
Rectifi ed

Structured
Rectifi ed with 
Sugar-eff ect 



Using various formats, you can 
even visually correct geometrical 
features of your room: make 
it more compact or spacious, 
looking longer or wider.
While decorative elements, 
skirting and steps enable you to 
quite easily fi nish a room or an 
entrance area.

Mosaic of porcelain tiles is not only 
a fi nishing material but an original 
decoration, a stylish solution for 
any interior whether classical or 
ultramodern. Mosaic in interior will 
look refi ned, luxurious and add a 
special charm to your space. 

Especially for you, our catalogue 
off ers off -the-shelf solutions and 
examples of using porcelain tiles 
in various premises.
All plans are executed in 
accordance with construction 
standards and may be used as 
ideas for your own interior.

K-108 / LR
30 х 60 cm, 
6 m2 used

К-95 / LR
30 х 60 cm, 
21 m2 used

К-101 / S(G) / m07
30.7 х 30.7 х 0.9 cm, 
4 m2 used

Try to create your own interior! Our 
site provides you with an online 
planner of tile layout enabling you to 
create a custom project and evaluate 
its cost.
You just have to set the room 
dimensions, chose a collection and 
start to materialize your ideas at
http://kerranova.ru/plan/ 

This logo means that you can 
calculate your project by means 
of our online planner
http://kerranova.ru/plan/ 

Online calculator ТМ KERRANOVA

Mosaic type m01 
30 х 30 cm 
For collections:
Marble Trend, Canyon, 
Genesis, B&W, Eterna, Onice, 
Shakespeare, Terra.

Mosaic type m11 
30.7 х 30.7 cm 

For collections:
Village, Eterna, Terra, 

Shakespeare.

Mosaic type m12
30.7 х 30.7 cm 

For collections: 
Shakespeare.

Mosaic type m13
30.7 х 30.7 cm 

For collections:
Marble Trend, B&W, 

Terra.

Mosaic type m14
30.7 х 30.7 cm 

For collections:
Marble Trend, B&W, 

Eterna, Cimic Wood, 
Time Ring.

Mosaic type m03
30 х 30 cm 
For collections:
Village, Canyon.

Mosaic type m04
30 х 30 cm 
For collections:
Village.

Mosaic type m07
30.7 х 30.7 cm For 
collections:
B&W, Eterna,
Shakespeare.



Product TM KERRANOVA -
is the most authentic analog 
of natural materials which 
encapsulates all best properties of 
real granite. Unlike natural onyx or 
marble, porcelain 
TM KERRANOVA has better 
strength properties, lesser water 
absorption, it is much more 
resistant to contamination and 
staining. Usability of porcelain 
in residential premises is 
unparalleled: it’s stronger than 
linoleum, doesn’t suff er from 
spilled water unlike parquet or 
laminated fl ooring and doesn’t 
deteriorate in appearance in time 
like carpeting. Product 
TM KERRANOVA is eco-friendly 
and radiation-free, similar to 
certain kinds of natural trim stones.
The article code contains unique 
alphanumerical designation 
(К-34, К-935, К-101 etc.) and 
identifi cation of the surface type:
L (Lappato),
N (natural),
S (structured),
С (sugar-eff ect),
SC (structured with Sugar-eff ect) 
SL (structured Lappato)
М (matt)
The letter R in the surface type 
means that the porcelain is 
rectifi ed (Rectifi ed facets are 
polished to a high precision¬ so 
that tiles can be laid with a narrow 
joint of 2 mm). 

LR I Lappato | Lappato rectifi ed 
ceramic porcelain
created through glazed surface 
polishing; various visual eff ects are 
attained depending on the polishing 
degree. Due to Lappato polishing, 
the material acquires glitter and the 
eff ect of color and pattern depth.

LR I Structure | Structured rectifi ed 
ceramic porcelain
created by relief pressing. Porcelain 
with relief surface simulates the 
natural analog not only visually but 
also tactually.

CR I Sugar | Rectifi ed porcelain with 
Sugar-eff ect
created by adding graniglia (milled 
special glass) into glaze and further 
surfacing by Lappato technology. 



MR I Matt I Matt rectifi ed
created by smooth surface coating 
with matt glaze.

NR I Natural | Natural rectifi ed 
ceramic porcelain
created by glazed surface polishing 
with special soft brushes, thus the 
matt surface eff ect is attained.
Such porcelain is referenced in some 
sources as glossy or glance. 

SLR I Structure | Lappato | 
created by relief pressing and tile 
surfacing by Lappato technology.

SCR I Structure | Sugar | Structured 
rectifi ed with Sugar-eff ect
created by adding graniglia (milled 
special glass) into glaze and further 
surfacing by Lappato technology. It’s 
manufactured upon the structured 
punch.







Natural stone in interior is one of the recent fashion 
trends with everything natural and ecological 
becoming popular.
This idea is appealing as a natural material has very 
high activity in interior despite its subdued natural 
coloring.

The MarbleTrend Collection includes the most famous marble 
grades - the snow-white CARRARA with grey veins and the 
unique CALACATTA GOLD with beige veins.
Restrained and generic cream-colored CREMA MARFIL and 
deep brown PULPIS, both separately and combined, help 
create classic interiors acknowledged worldwide as the 
standard of taste and refi ned luxury.
The best choice for cutting-edge interiors in minimalist and 
high-tech styles is the deep black color of the article NERO 
DORATO, dissected with silver and golden veins. Its noble 
splendor creates an atmosphere of comfort, reliability and 
aristocratic charm in interior.
Due to the state-of-the-art technologies, it’s now possible 
to extensively use limestone unavailable before and limited 
in application (LIMESTONE article). Its simple and laconic 
structure will help materialize projects in ethnic or eco styles as 
the natural harmonious environment with introduced nobility 
is the element of this material.

constructivism  | minimalism | eco style | techno | high-tech 
| neoclassicism | chalet

















* - optional





* - optional













Recommended fi eld of Lappato surface application:







Any interior design starts with selection of color 
combinations. Indeed, proper application of colors is 
the token of harmonious, stylish and integral design. 
Combination of colors in the interior design is one of the 
factors indicating the style and general theme of premises.

We off er the most appropriate combinations of porcelain 
tile textures in this collection. Thereby, you can combine 
various textures, such as stone and wood, within the 
product range of TM KERRANOVA. 



The beauty of porcelain tile 
TM KERRANOVA is not unlike 
the beauty of natural stone.

State-of-the art technologies of digital 
printing on porcelain facilitate a true 
simulation of any natural texture (marble, 
travertine, slate), which signifi cantly extend 
possibilities of rare stone application in 
most regular premises.
That is the key advantage of 
TM KERRANOVA. 



Picture of 
ceramic 

porcelain tile



Collection of porcelain tile Canyon simulates one 
of the most demanded sorts of marble – Breccia 
Oniciata.

This sort is mined in Breccia province of Lombardy in the 
north of Italy.
Its value is its unique combination of minerals: breccia 
includes large fragments of onyx adding soft color gradients 
to the stone.
The surface also features scattering of small quartz crystals, 
while numerous veins run into the deep of the rock 
making the material sparkle in sun rays and look diff erently 
depending on illumination. Breccia Oniciata is a soft stone, 
which simplifi es its mining but restricts the fi eld of its 
application to interior works and prevents using it in high 
traffi  c areas.
Porcelain tile Canyon encapsulates the best features of 
its natural analogue while being free of the rock intrinsic 
weaknesses.
Due to the use of unique glazes, the collection articles are 
visually identical to marble cut by touch, and the tile surface 
reproduces all roughness and play of light in veins typical for 
this grade.

empire  | baroque  | art deco  | constructivism  | chalet  | 
contemporary / eclecticism













* - optional

Layout No.1 Layout No.2 Layout No.3 Layout No.4





Recommended fi eld of structured surface application:







Any interior design starts with selection of color 
combinations. Indeed, proper application of colors is 
the token of harmonious, stylish and integral design. 
Combination of colors in the interior design is one of the 
factors indicating style and topic of premises.

We off er the most appropriate combinations of porcelain 
tile textures in this collection. Thereby, you can combine 
various textures, such as stone and wood, within the 
product range of TM KERRANOVA.



Collection of porcelain tile Montana 
simulates natural quartzite with 
sandstone - sand compressed into solid 
monolith for hundreds million years - as 
its precursor.

The main feature of this mineral are frequent inclusions of 
mica favoring refl ection of sunlight and endowing the stone 
with peculiar radiance: The surface looks as if it sparkles. 
Being a very dense rock, brittle- and skid-proof, as well as 
very resistant to friction, quartzite is considered an excellent 
choice for indoor and outdoor fl ooring in heavy traffi  c 
areas. Quartzite combines beauty of marble with strength 
of granite, making it very valuable commercially. However, 
mining of this mineral is associated with signifi cant labor 
eff orts and the number of deposits with monolith rock 
bedding without cracks is scarce.
Articles of Montana collection carefully reproduce the most 
valuable sorts of quartzite mined in Swiss Alps in cantons of 
Ticino and Graubunden.

loft I chalet | shabby-chic | techno | fusion | minimalism | 
high tech | country | grunge | 













* - optional





Recommended fi eld of structured 
surface application:







Any interior design starts with selection of color 
combinations. Indeed, proper application of colors is 
the token of harmonious, stylish and integral design. 
Combination of colors in the interior design is one of the 
factors indicating style and topic of premises.

We off er the most appropriate combinations of porcelain 
tile textures in this collection. Thereby, you can combine 
various textures, such as stone and wood, within the 
product range of TM KERRANOVA.

*real picture



Collection Genesis is a skillful simulation 
of Breccia - a material consisting of one 
or several rock fragments bound by a 
certain mineral substance unique for 
each deposit.

Along with marble, Breccia is one of many-faced stones: 
pattern of each rock’s cut can vary from barely perceptible 
cobweb to pronounced lines separating diff erent rocks.
Beige and brown collection articles carefully reproduce cuts 
of Breccia Sarda - a rock mined on the isle of Sardinia as its 
name supposes - while the dynamic pattern of grey and dark 
tiles is based on the sort Etruscan Rose from quarries of the 
Apennine peninsula.

grunge I eco style | loft | classicism | empire | chalet I 
country | contemporary 













Recommended fi eld of structured 
surface application:

Recommended fi eld of structured 
surface application:

* - optional



8 m2 used 21 m2 used 6 m2 used



* - all represented decor cuts are optional 







Any interior design starts with selection of color 
combinations. Indeed, proper application of colors is 
the token of harmonious, stylish and integral design. 
Combination of colors in the interior design is one of the 
factors indicating style and topic of premises.

We off er the most appropriate combinations of porcelain 
tile textures in this collection. Thereby, you can combine 
various textures, such as stone and wood, within the 
product range of TM KERRANOVA.



Collection of porcelain tile Black & White 
simulates the most demanded classic 
grades of natural marble.

The white article of the collection is inspired by perhaps 
the best known and incredibly popular grade of this stone 
Bianco Statuario mined in Apuan Alps of Italian Tuscany 
region in the years since the Emperor Octavius Augustus. 
This sort has the extremely uniform main white tone 
dissected by sparse grey-brown veins in arbitrary directions 
which run into the deep of material and therefore look 
slightly vague and fuzzy.  In ancient times this stone was 
used only by sculptors and for erection of monumental 
objects the less valuable grades of white Carrara marble 
were used.
The black article reproduces in details a Turkish grade Black 
Star. It’s notable by intensive, contrast and dense pattern 
of fl orid white veins of various thickness upon the main 
tone of black-brown sepia. The marble texture attracts eyes: 
dynamic and chaotic, it evokes associations with works of 
the expressionist Jackson Pollock.
The grey article simulates the sort Karesi Light also mined in 
the Turkish region Balykesir.
Its’ a reserved and practical stone. Its pattern consists of 
soft gradients in all shades of grey and infrequent contrast 
inclusions resembling Breccia.

constructivism  | minimalism | eco style | techno | high-
tech | neoclassicism | chalet 





Recommended fi eld of structured 
surface application:





Recommended fi eld of structured 
surface application:

* -  optional 





* - all represented decor cuts are optional 

Recommended fi eld of structured 
surface application:







Any interior design starts with selection of color 
combinations. Indeed, proper application of colors is 
the token of harmonious, stylish and integral design. 
Combination of colors in the interior design is one of the 
factors indicating style and topic of premises.

We off er the most appropriate combinations of porcelain 
tile textures in this collection. Thereby, you can combine 
various textures, such as stone and wood, within the 
product range of TM KERRANOVA.



Collection of porcelain tile Eterna simulates various 
shades of marble  Emperador.

Value of this grade - annually growing in popularity in Russia 
- is in its distinctive pattern formed by light veins covering 
the monotonous stone surface with fi ne cobweb. The main 
tone of marble can vary from light vanilla and sand to deep 
chocolate color. Unfortunately, its distinctive pattern is at 
the same time the main weakness of this natural material - 
marble is very fragile and easily broken along the veins upon 
unqualifi ed usage.
Light articles of collection Eterna are undistinguishable from 
the rare grade Emperador Light mined close to the Spanish 
town Bunol. 100 km southward in the vicinity of the town 
Yecla are located deposits of Emperador Gold with pattern 
that provided basis for dark Eterna tiles.

modern I art nouveau | art decor | mediterranean 





Recommended fi eld of structured 
surface application:





Recommended fi eld of structured 
surface application:

* -  optional 



8 m2 used

18 m2 used 21 m2 used 3 m2 used 5 m2 used



* - all represented decor cuts are optional 

Panel Eterna







Any interior design starts with selection of color 
combinations. Indeed, proper application of colors is 
the token of harmonious, stylish and integral design. 
Combination of colors in the interior design is one of the 
factors indicating style and topic of premises.

We off er the most appropriate combinations of porcelain 
tile textures in this collection. Thereby, you can combine 
various textures, such as stone and wood, within the 
product range of TM KERRANOVA.



Onyx - like the most of minerals used by human - is 
a grade of quartz in which insignifi cant quantities 
of impurities form typical parallel colored streaks 
and deep gradient colors.

Since prehistoric times this stone was used by humans 
all around the world for fabrication of small household 
objects, artwork and jewelry and that was the reason why it 
misleadingly seemed that onyx can be met virtually around 
the world and its reserves are great. However, peculiarities 
of formation add specifi cs to deposits: many of them are 
characterized by small block structure and insignifi cant 
reserves. Thereby, even with broad geography of onyx 
deposits spread the reserves of onyx are very small even on 
a worldwide scale.
Porcelain tile Onice simulates the most valuable and rare 
grades of onyx. Light milky and pearly articles reproduce in 
details its Iranian sort Persian White mined close to the town 
Selmas. In 200 km from it, in the town Mahabad the sort 
Mahabad White is mined, which has pastel patterns precisely 
reproduced by darker articles of the collection.

modern I minimalism | art nouveau | contemporary | 
high tech I oriental | neoclassicism | egyptian 













* -  optional 



18 m2 used



Recommended fi eld of structured 
surface application:

* -  optional 







Any interior design starts with selection of color 
combinations. Indeed, proper application of colors is 
the token of harmonious, stylish and integral design. 
Combination of colors in the interior design is one of the 
factors indicating style and topic of premises.

We off er the most appropriate combinations of porcelain 
tile textures in this collection. Thereby, you can combine 
various textures, such as stone and wood, within the 
product range of TM KERRANOVA.



Collection of porcelain tile Shakespeare simulates 
natural mineral dolomite.

Similar in appearance to limestone, this rock doesn’t dissolve 
in water, has rather glossy surface and isn’t eventually 
damaged upon scratching by steel objects. You can tell 
dolomite from limestone only by chemical analysis, and 
diff erence with other similar stones is in absence of other 
mineral inclusions and high content of calcite. Among 
its distinctive features are whitish, light-grey or almost 
pure yellow color and glassy, slightly matt surface with 
colored spots of tones arranged separately or merging 
together and blending one to another. Porcelain tiles of 
Shakespeare collection precisely reproduce nuances of 
shades and pattern of dolomite sort Jura Beige mined in the 
mountainous German province Bavaria which was at the 
times of this rock formation - Jurassic period - covered by 
relatively shallow warm sea. mediterranean | art decor | loft | 
province | shabby-chic I modern| high tech | chalet | country 









* -  optional 



4 m2 used

3 m2 used 21 m2 used 9 m2 used



* - all represented decor cuts are optional 

Recommended fi eld of structured 
surface application:







Any interior design starts with selection of color 
combinations. Indeed, proper application of colors is 
the token of harmonious, stylish and integral design. 
Combination of colors in the interior design is one of the 
factors indicating style and topic of premises.

We off er the most appropriate combinations of porcelain 
tile textures in this collection. Thereby, you can combine 
various textures, such as stone and wood, within the 
product range of TM KERRANOVA.



Collection of porcelain tile Terra simulates 
travertine - a natural material having the same 
origin as marble.

After lying 50 to 300 thousand years in the rock mass, 
limestone - under impact of pressure and time - converts to 
travertine and then, after another several thousand years, 
to marble. This is a light and porous trimming material 
which was incredibly popular even in the times of Ancient 
Rome.  Typical laminated structure of this stone somehow 
vaguely resembling wood fi ber has numerous warm natural 
shades: from grey and cream to dark walnut and black. With 
all aesthetic values of this material travertine is a soft stone 
which on the one hand signifi cantly simplifi es its mining but 
at the same time limits areas of its application.
Porcelain tile Terra is inspired by classic sorts of natural 
stone. Beige and brown articles of the collection precisely 
reproduce the sorts Paglierino and Noce mined in quarries 
of Italian province Lazio close to Rome. These travertines 
well-known from the antique times are supplemented by 
fancy shades of Iranian sorts Persian Silver. Compared to 
natural rock porcelain is stronger, harder and acid resistant 
which signifi cantly enlarge its fi eld of application.

constructivism I art nouveau | mediterranean | eco style I 
techno | high tech | chalet | country | antique





Recommended fi eld of structured 
surface application:





Recommended fi eld of structured 
surface application:





* -  optional 



29 m2 used



* - all represented decor cuts are optional 







Any interior design starts with selection of color 
combinations. Indeed, proper application of colors is 
the token of harmonious, stylish and integral design. 
Combination of colors in the interior design is one of the 
factors indicating style and topic of premises.

We off er the most appropriate combinations of porcelain 
tile textures in this collection. Thereby, you can combine 
various textures, such as stone and wood, within the 
product range of TM KERRANOVA.



Texture of ceramic parquet 
TM KERRANOVA is comparable with 
beauty of natural wood.

State-of-the-art technologies of digital 
printing and pressing facilitate precise 
simulation of any wood specie or its 
cut which provides possibility to create 
natural by color and texture porcelain 
tile visually and tactually indistinctive 
from real parquet. 





One of the trends in interior design rapidly 
growing in popularity during recent years is 
the use of distressed wood.

Refi ned, impeccably correct beauty of «technologic» styles 
increasingly annoys our contemporaries living in the 
midst of megalopolis metal, concrete and glass. Designers 
and architects around the world shift away from ideal, 
irreproachable materials and textures, harmonically mixing 
styles and things in such way as to create diverse cozy 
interior. It encapsulates both ideal and natural features with 
all inherent natural «defects».
That’s with this trend the collection Cimic Wood is inspired. 
Porcelain parquet simulates old fl aked or touched with grey 
barn boards that have lived a long and rather productive 
life. They absorbed all rampage of nature; they were washed 
by the ocean and dried by the sun and the wind. Frost, heat 
and rain made wood increasingly noble. Many layers of 
paint faded and recovered. Now we carefully and cautiously 
store them all and, trying not to damage, give them a new 
lease of life where they will be expensive mark of pride and 
admiration.

grunge I loft I shabby-chic | techno | high tech 
| chalet I country| 









Recommended fi eld of structured 
surface application:









* -  optional 



Any interior design starts with selection of color 
combinations. Indeed, proper application of colors is 
the token of harmonious, stylish and integral design. 
Combination of colors in the interior design is one of the 
factors indicating style and topic of premises.

We off er the most appropriate combinations of porcelain 
tile textures in this collection. Thereby, you can combine 
various textures, such as stone and wood, within the 
product range of TM KERRANOVA.



It would seem that for a while nobody yet can 
be surprised with the tile «wood grain» design. 
Manufacturers of porcelain off er numerous options 
simulating all kinds of wood species.
But collection Time Ring TM KERRANOVA stands out 
off ering infrequent texture of the wood crosscut.

Wood butts were used as fl ooring for ages. However, in view of such 
cut specifi cs, it was very tricky and often impossible to fabricate 
rectangular plates of them in order to pave the whole paneled 
surface without gaps. Furthermore, the wood crosscut has the unique 
pattern of annual rings which represents a challenging joiner’s task 
and requires great skill from the manufacturer. The point is that such 
saw-cut opens all pores in wood making the cut very vulnerable. High 
temperature drying produces cracks in cuts. Besides, the trunk can 
produce cracks even before cutting due to the age or adverse growing 
conditions. Sometimes the cracks can add decorative value. But when 
the intensive use of cut is assumed the cracks become a problem. 
Porcelain collection Time Ring precisely reproduces the pattern of 
annual rings, wood rays and gum tubules. Whereas no tree was cut, 
and functional quality of porcelain signifi cantly exceeds any other 
wood specie.

loft I shabby-chic I scandinavian | techno | high tech | chalet | 
country I provence | bungalo | neoclassical | grunge |













Recommended fi eld of structured 
surface application:

* -  optional 



Any interior design starts with selection of color 
combinations. Indeed, proper application of colors is 
the token of harmonious, stylish and integral design. 
Combination of colors in the interior design is one of the 
factors indicating style and topic of premises.

We off er the most appropriate combinations of porcelain 
tile textures in this collection. Thereby, you can combine 
various textures, such as stone and wood, within the 
product range of TM KERRANOVA.



Custom-made fl oor parquet has always been and 
will most certainly remain the most noble and 
respectable fl ooring.

But this choice is not for everyone, as the parquet takes certain work 
to maintain its original fairness. That’s why manufacturers of trimming 
materials proposed an interesting alternative. It was porcelain «wood 
grain» tile.
Village collection simulates the most popular wood species with matt 
surface and glossy areas emphasizing its fi brous structure.

loft I shabby-chic I scandinavian | techno | high tech | chalet | 
country I provence | bungalo | neoclassical | grunge |

















Recommended fi eld of structured 
surface application:

* -  optional 











Any interior design starts with selection of color 
combinations. Indeed, proper application of colors is 
the token of harmonious, stylish and integral design. 
Combination of colors in the interior design is one of the 
factors indicating style and topic of premises.

We off er the most appropriate combinations of porcelain 
tile textures in this collection. Thereby, you can combine 
various textures, such as stone and wood, within the 
product range of TM KERRANOVA.



Resistant to frost and 
temperature drops

Moisture resistant

Sustained heat-retaining and 
perfect for underfl oor heating

Strong on bending

Highly shock-proof

Resistant to chemicals

Spotting-proof

Easy to clean

Color persists in time

Ceramic porcelain is painted 
in mass

Acid resistant Certifi cate of Conformity to 
Technical specifi cations

Safety and Health Certifi cate to 
technical specifi cations

Safety and Health Certifi cate to 
products

Specifi cation Compliance 
Certifi cate

Certifi cate of fi re security

You can read all valid certifi cates 
and download them on our 
website in the «About the 
Company» section 

Specifi c resistance





Surface preparation for laying

The base to lay the tiles should 
be perfectly even, free of cracks, 
contamination, cavities or fl aws. 
Unevenness of the surface base 
leads to variation in installation 
layer thickness, which results 
in tension gradient over the 
porcelain surface and cracking 
and deterioration of tiles adhesion 
to the base surface. Work surface 
should be dry, solid (hard) and 
cleaned from any contamination. 
Glossy surfaces should be sanded 
to matt appearance, non-
waterproof surfaces should be 
cleaned and washed, and major 
irregularities should be leveled. 
The laying surface should be 
perfectly clean from dust or any 
other substances that can harm 
tiles.

As any other tile, porcelain tile may 
be laid only when the temperature 
of base, material and room is 
within the range specifi ed by 
manufacturer. Tile laying at the 
temperature below +5°C isn’t 
recommended and it primarily 
concerns outdoor fi nishing works.

Technology of KERRANOVA 
porcelain tile laying

Selection of tools for laying (comb, 
rubber hammer, installation 
crosses, rubber trowel for grouting) 
is very important. Selection of the 
spatula type depends on the tile 
size. The bigger tiles are the bigger 
spatula teeth should be. To obtain 
equal joints, special installation 
crosses of diff erent thickness 
should be used.

After the surface is prepared, it’s 
necessary to plan the tile layout. 
Layout planning starts by marking 
the surface to be fi nished. Marking 
is done with a tape measure or a 
folding steel ruler. At this stage you 
defi ne the layout pattern, number 
of tiles to be laid in a row etc.

When laying porcelain tile, the 
middle of the fl oor should be 
marked on it. It’s usually done 
with a cord or a string. The cord 
is pulled along the longer wall. 
Laying should start from the 
middle of the room (where the 
cord is pulled) so that a joint or the 
middle of an intact tile would pass 
along the cord’s line.

A layer of mortar should be applied 
on the prepared surface by means 
of a trowel (plain grater) and then 
smoothened by a serrated spatula. 
Tiles should be laid 10-15 minutes 
after application of mortar onto 
the surface.

Backside of tiles in the process 
of laying should be completely 
treated with adhesive evenly 
distributed at the 5-10 mm layer 
depending on the premises traffi  c 
intensity. Tile position may be 
adjusted within 10 minutes after 
laying. Drying time at the base 
and air temperature from +5°C to 
+30°C is 24 hours, and full strength 
is attained after 3 days.

In case when laying has to be 
suspended, keep in mind that 
the laid material has already 
settled and the material to be 
laid after will also settle. Thus, 
it’s necessary to foresee possible 
shift or compaction of adhesive, 
since when you continue laying 
porcelain tile at the same level, the 
previous compaction of adhesive 
can lead to minor diff erence in 
levels.

Laying completion and joints 
grouting

Prior to grouting of joints, check 
that they are clean and free from 
installation materials and remains 
of dirt. Any foreign object can 
spoil joints and hinder grouting. 
Recommended size of a joint (joint 
cross) for porcelain is 3 to 5 mm. 
Gaps at the junction of walls and 
junction of walls with fl oor as well 
as in locations of bathroom outlets 
should be fi lled with silicone.

For large surfaces, the work should 
be divided into several stages. 
Prior to grouting, check that the 
adhesive has hardened and dried.

Mortar for grouting diluted with 
appropriate volume of water 
should be applied by the grouting 
grater diagonally to joints. If 
necessary, mortar should be 
applied again.

Removal of joint fi ller remains 
is done with a clean and wet 
sponge. It’s not recommended to 
delay this operation, as the long 
contact of joint fi ller with porcelain 
surface can damage the surface. 
It’s recommended to start regular 
fl oor and walls mopping only in 2 
weeks after joints grouting and tile 
cleaning.

Porcelain maintenance

Although porcelain is very 
resistant to impact of aggressive 
environment, it still needs special 
maintenance.

Upon contact of porcelain with 
any aggressive substance, the 
gaps between porcelain tiles can 
be damaged fi rst, as they are 
fi lled with compounds during 
laying, which is much less resistant 
to chemical and mechanical 
damage. That’s why upon contact 
of the porcelain surface with 
contaminants you should clean 
and wipe it immediately.
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It’s not recommended to use 
acid-base cleaning agents during 
regular mopping of fl oor and walls. 
These agents cannot damage 
porcelain itself, but the connection 
joints can be damaged as they 
often contain cement and thus can 
change their color.

When applicable, try to use 
common detergents.

When maintaining porcelain 
surfaces, avoid using abrasive 
means (brushes with abrasive 
surface, paste and powder 
containing abrasive particles) 
unless necessary. Despite the high 
hardness of porcelain, its surface 
(especially Lappato polished 
and glossy) can be damaged by 
abrasive particles with hardness 
close to the hardness of porcelain. 
Here are some examples of various 
contaminations and optimal 
detergents for their removal from 
the porcelain surface graded by 
contamination severity. Coff ee, tea, 
bear, Coca Cola, fruit juice, ice-
cream.   Wash with dilute aqueous 
baking soda solution. For severe 
contamination or dried blots you 
have to use alkaline detergents like 
caustic soda and chlorine. The same 
agents are preferable immediately 
upon surface contamination with 
blood, wine or fat. Resin, wax, glue, 
chewing gum, paint and nail polish 
have to be removed by means of 
solvents like gasoline and acetone.

Lime, cement, fi lling compounds, 
rust and nicotine stains have to be 
removed by acid-base cleaning 
agents. In this case, you have to be 
particularly careful and mind gaps 
between tiles as they should avoid 
acid.

Despite of the above-mentioned 
measures and rules of porcelain 
maintenance, it should be noted 
that porcelain fl oor and walls 
require much less maintenance 
than any other surfaces of 
residential premises.

Joints have to be fi lled with special 
grouting.

Prior to grouting of joints, check 
that they are clean and free from 
installation materials and remains 
of dirt. Any foreign object can spoil 
joints and hinder grouting.

Recommended size of joints 
(joint crosses) for a porcelain tile 
300*300 mm is 3 to 5 mm.

Gaps at the junction of walls and 
junction of walls with fl oor as 
well as in locations of bathroom 
outlets should be fi lled with 
silicone as mentioned above. For 
large surfaces the work should be 
divided into several stages. Prior to 
grouting, check that the adhesive 
has hardened and dried.

Mortar for grouting diluted with 
appropriate volume of water 

should be applied to the surface 
by the grouting grater diagonally 
to joints. If necessary, mortar 
should be applied again. Excess 
mortar has to be removed by 
aslant movements relative to 
joints.

Joint fi ller has to be applied by a 
rubber instead of a steel trowel 
that can damage the tile surface.

Most stores off er a wide range of 
joint fi ller colors, which makes the 
choice easy.

Removal of joint fi ller remains 
is done with a clean and wet 
sponge. It’s not recommended to 
delay this operation, as the long 
contact of joint fi ller with porcelain 
surface can damage the surface. 
It’s recommended to start regular 
fl oor and walls mopping only 2 
weeks after joints grouting and tile 
cleaning.

It’s not recommended to lay tiles 
20 * 60 cm with 50% displacement.

Picture of the mounting side of 
KERRANOVA porcelain.

Specially designed mounting side 
of KERRANOVA porcelain reduces 
probability of such issues in tile 
laying like formation of cavities 
and fl aws.

Installation of mosaic made of 
such porcelain also guarantees 

that all elements will have the 
same height, which facilitates 
mounting of fi nished products. All 
KERRANOVA mosaic is glued over 
special plastic net, which is easily 
cut where necessary for trimming 
of interior elements of any shape. 

ATTENTION!

All pictures of tiles in the catalogue 
reproduce general view of the 
product without
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Porcelain 
TM KERRANOVA

TABLE OF PORCELAIN CALIBERS

200 х 600 mm 600 х 600 mm 300 х 600 mm

Number of
tiles in one
box

pcs. sq.m.

Pallet 940 х 1200

Pallet 800 х 1200

* for tiles produced after 03.07.2016.

Calibers

Calibers

pcs. sq.m. pcs. sq.m.
pallets

pcs. sq.m.
pallets

kg

Number of
boxes on one
pallet

Weight of
transportation
package with tiles 
and pallet

Shipping quantity
motor transport
(Euro Trailer, 20 t)

Shipping quantity
railroad

(railroad car, 67.5 t)



Physical and mechanical properties of ceramic porcelain TM KERRANOVA

Table of tolerances for geometrical parameters of ceramic porcelain  TM KERRANOVA

Property

Property

Diff erence between maximum and minimum thickness 
values of a single tile (thickness diff erential), mm, maximum

Deviation of tiles from rectangular shape (rectangularity), %

Deviation of front surface from fl atness (curvature), %

Edges curvature, %

Water absorption, % ≤0.5 0.1

Bending strength, MPa ≥37 43

Wear resistance of front surface, PEI degree ≥2 (≥600 turns) 2-4 (600 - 2100 turns)
 (number of turns) of glazed ceramic porcelain

Thermal resistance, number of cycles 10 ≥10 of cycles without damage

Frost resistance, number of cycles ≥150 without damage ≥150 without damage

Spotting resistant, class ≥2 2-4

Chemical resistance:  

to acids and alkalis in low concentration without damage without damage
to acids and alkalis in high concentration without damage without damage
to household chemicals and bathing additives (swimming pool) without damage without damage

Refl ection factor for Lappato polished tiles, gloss units ≥35  ≥50

KERRANOVA norm 
TU-5752-006-54044672-2013

KERRANOVA norm TU-5752-006-54044672-2013

Mean value KERRANOVA 
for period of production

DEAR ARCHITECTS AND 
DESIGNERS:

Our company regularly holds 
special events, presentations 
and workshops on work 
with ceramic porcelain TM 
KERRANOVA and invites to take 
part in various projects!

You can always fi nd information 
of forthcoming events at 
our offi  cial website www.
kerranova.ru in the News 
section. At the same website 
you can fi nd not only 
comprehensive information 
about ceramic porcelain tile 
collections but also get access to 
textures for your projects.

OFF-THE-SHELF 
SOLUTION FOR PRIVATE 
BUYERS:

With the help of our online 
layout planner each potential 
buyer can create its own tile 
layout and evaluate cost of the 
ceramic porcelain KERRANOVA 
project.

We are pleased to answer all 
your questions by e-mail info@
kerranova.ru, via feedback 
forms, at website www.
kerranova.ru and in social 
networks!



443528, Samara Region
Volzhsky district, township Stroykeramika,

Building of Samara Stroyfarfor LTD
phone: +7 (846) 999-20-03
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